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Abstract

Which object properties matter most in human perception may well
vary according to sensory modality, an important consideration for
the design of multimodal interfaces. In this study, we present a
similarity-based method for comparing the perceptual importance
of object properties across modalities and show how it can also
be used to perceptually validate computational measures of object
properties. Similarity measures for a set of three-dimensional (3D)
objects varying in shape and texture were gathered from humans in
two modalities (vision and touch) and derived from a set of standard
2D and 3D computational measures (image and mesh subtraction,
object perimeter, curvature, Gabor jet filter responses, and the Vi-
sual Difference Predictor (VDP)). Multidimensional scaling (MDS)
was then performed on the similarity data to recover configurations
of the stimuli in 2D perceptual/computational spaces. These two
dimensions corresponded to the two dimensions of variation in the
stimulus set: shape and texture. In the human visual space, shape
strongly dominated texture. In the human haptic space, shape and
texture were weighted roughly equally. Weights varied consider-
ably across subjects in the haptic experiment, indicating that dif-
ferent strategies were used. Maps derived from shape-dominated
computational measures provided good fits to the human visual
map. No single computational measure provided a satisfactory fit
to the map derived from mean human haptic data, though good fits
were found for individual subjects; a combination of measures with
individually-adjusted weights may be required to model the human
haptic similarity judgments. Our method provides a high-level ap-
proach to perceptual validation, which can be applied in both uni-
modal and multimodal interface design.

CR Categories: I.4.7 [Image Processing and Computer Vision]:
Feature Measurement—Feature representation, size and shape, tex-
ture; H.5.1 [Information Interfaces and Presentation]: Multimedia
Information Systems—Artificial, augmented and virtual systems,
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tation]: User Interfaces—Haptic I/O, evaluation/methodology
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1 Introduction

The design of effective and efficient multimodal displays requires
an understanding of how humans make use of their different senses
to build up representations of their surroundings. Models of human
visual object processing have proposed that the visual system ex-
tracts object features or properties from images projected onto the
retina [Marr 1982]. These features are then used as the basis for
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representing objects in the brain [Bülthoff and Edelman 1992; Ull-
man 1996]. Inspired by this, a similar approach has been taken in
the field of computer vision: a set of computational measures are
extracted from 2D images of objects (or scenes) and used to create
artificial representations of objects for automated reconstruction,
recognition, or categorization tasks [Riesenhuber and Poggio 1999;
Ullman et al. 2002]. Work in this field has given rise to a large num-
ber of feature extraction algorithms, including biologically-inspired
filters which mimic the response of cells in visual cortex [Jones
and Palmer 1987], algorithms purely derived from statistical opti-
mization procedures [Schmid and Mohr 1997], as well as measures
which combine both biological plausibility and statistical optimal-
ity [Lowe 2000]. These computational measures have been evalu-
ated in a variety of ways, e.g., based on their performance in ma-
chine vision tasks. Biological plausibility has mainly been assessed
at a relatively low level (e.g., by matching receptive field proper-
ties). In this paper, we propose a new method for validating com-
putational measures based on the high-level, cognitive criterion of
object similarity. Here, a good feature is one which, for a set of
parametrically-defined objects, generates similarity-based stimulus
configurations akin (in one or more respects) to those derived from
human similarity ratings.

Most perceptual validation of computational object features has
been carried out in relation to visual perception. However, a fea-
ture’s perceptual validity may well vary as a function of sensory
modality, e.g., [Klatzky et al. 1987]. The method presented in
this paper provides a solution to this problem by enabling vali-
dation to be performed relative to any sensory modality. For the
haptic modality, measures computed on 3D object data are partic-
ularly interesting, e.g., [Nefs and Kappers 2003], and a large num-
ber of such measures have been proposed in the 3D graphics lit-
erature [Funkhouser et al. 2003]. However, there have been few
studies which have assessed these measures relative to the hap-
tic modality using a high-level, cognitive criterion such as simi-
larity. Knowledge of which 3D computational measures correlate
with high-level human stimulus representations derived from haptic
perception would not only help in the design of more realistic arti-
ficial haptic systems (for example, [Acosta et al. 2002]) and reduce
the heavy demands of haptic rendering [Salisbury et al. 2004], but
could also play an important role in elucidating the computational
mechanisms of the human haptic system.

Our method can be situated in the context of a larger framework
elaborated to identify synergies between the development of arti-
ficial representational systems and advances in our understanding
of human representational systems (Figure 1). Physical objects
constitute the input to both types of systems, which use various
sensors to measure object properties (photoreceptors, mechanore-
ceptors, etc.). For artificial systems, the way these properties are
extracted depends on the sensor and the computational algorithm
applied to the measured quantities. For humans, it is a function
of sensory modality. In both human and artificial systems, the ex-
tracted properties can then be used (either directly or indirectly) to
embed objects in a representational space or ”map.” With the ap-
propriate tools, these representational spaces can be compared at
either the unimodal level or at the multimodal level. Comparing a
map derived from human unimodal perception (e.g., from pure vi-
sual exposure to the objects) to a map derived using a computational
measure (e.g., pixel-wise differences between images) allows for
unimodal validation of computational measures. Two human uni-
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Figure 1: An integrated framework for studying human and artifi-
cial representations of objects.

modal maps can also be compared to identify modality-dependent
differences in human object processing. The same approach can be
applied at the multimodal level to test hypotheses about human cue
combination and to validate approaches to artificial cue combina-
tion (e.g., in the design of visuotactile interfaces for telemedecine).

The method presented in this paper connects perceptual and artifi-
cial systems at the level of unimodal representations. We first derive
maps of our stimuli based on human visual and haptic similarity
measures, and from similarity measures using a set of computa-
tional methods which we wish to perceptually validate. We then
show how our method can be used to compare human haptic and
visual stimulus maps. Finally, we show how the method can be
used to evaluate the perceptual validity of the computational mea-
sures by comparing the human maps against those derived from the
computational measures.

2 Methods

2.1 Stimuli

The stimuli consist of a family of novel, 3D objects (Figure 2), cre-
ated in the graphics package 3D Studio Max 6.0. This software pro-
vides full control of object properties such as size, shape, and tex-
ture, allowing them to be varied in defined steps. The family begins
with a family ”prototype” (see Figure 2, object 1), which consists
of: 1) three parts connected to a center sphere, defining the object’s
macrogeometry and 2) a displacement map applied to the 3D mesh,
specifying the object’s microgeometry. The other family members
are generated by two manipulations. The first manipulation in-
creases the smoothness of the object’s microgeometry (or ”texture”)
by decreasing the amount of mesh displacement caused by the tex-
ture map. The second manipulation increases the smoothness of the
object’s macrogeometry (or ”shape”) by moving mesh vertices to-
wards a local average, removing sharp angles in the global shape.
Objects created using these variations can be plotted in a 2D space
whose dimensions correspond to microgeometry and macrogeom-
etry (Figure 2). From a haptic rendering perspective, these two ob-
ject properties correspond to two distinct sets of forces which need
to be rendered (see [Salisbury et al. 2004], in which force-rendering
algorithms are divided into two groups: geometric-dependent ren-
dering algorithms and surface property-dependent rendering algo-
rithms). The 3D models were printed out (Dimension 3D Printer,
Stratasys, Minneapolis, USA) into hard, white, and opaque objects,
measuring 9.0 +/- 0.1 cm wide, 8.3 +/- 0.2 cm high, and 3.7 +/- 0.1
cm deep and weighing about 40 g.
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Figure 2: Stimuli varied parametrically in terms of microgeometry
(texture) and macrogeometry (shape).

2.2 Visual similarity ratings

Ten subjects with normal or corrected-to-normal vision were paid
8 Euros per hour to rate the similarities between photographs of
the objects presented at 75 Hz on a Sony Trinitron 21” monitor
with a resolution of 1024 x 768 pixels. Photographs of the ob-
jects were displayed using the Psychtoolbox extension for MAT-
LAB [Brainard 1997] on a Macintosh G4 computer. The image size
was 7.6 x 7.6 degrees of visual angle (set to be the same size as if
the object were being held at arm’s length). Subjects had never seen
or touched the objects before. They were seated approximately 60
cm from the monitor in a dimly-lit room. A fixation cross appeared
for 500 ms and then each of the objects appeared for 500 ms, sep-
arated by a 500 ms interstimulus interval. At the end of each trial,
subjects had to rate the similarity of the objects on a scale between
one (low similarity) and seven (high similarity). A set of practice
trials allowed enabled the subjects to become familiar with the task.
Response time was unlimited. There were six experimental blocks
of 325 randomized trials (each object was compared once with it-
self and once with every other object yielding 25 + (25·24)/2 = 325
trials.) The order of appearance of stimuli in each pair was random-
ized over the blocks. The total experiment lasted about two hours.
At the end of the experiment, subjects were asked to write a short
description of how they had judged similarity amongst the objects.

2.3 Haptic similarity ratings

Ten right-handed subjects were paid 8 Euros per hour to rate the
similarities between the objects after exploring them haptically.
None of the subjects had participated in the visual experiment, or
seen or touched the stimuli before. Subjects sat in front of a table,
facing an opaque curtain through which they placed their right hand
(see Figure C on the color plate). They were instructed to keep their
eyes closed during the experiment. Behind the curtain, the experi-
menter presented two objects, one after the other. The objects were
always presented in the same fixed position, face up on the table.
Subjects were given up to ten seconds to trace the contour of each
object, after which they rated the similarity between the objects on
a scale from one (low similarity) to seven (high similarity). The
contour-following procedure was chosen because it has been shown
to allow for haptic extraction of a wide range of object properties,
including local texture and global shape [Lederman and Klatzky
1993]. In the ten seconds provided, even untrained subjects had
sufficient time to trace the object’s contour twice. A set of practice
trials allowed the subjects to become familiar with the task. The
full experiment consisted of three blocks of 325 randomized trials
spread out over five two-hour sessions on consecutive days. The
order of appearance of stimuli in each pair was randomized over



blocks. At the end of the experiment, subjects were asked to write
a short description of how they had judged similarity among the
objects.

2.4 Computational similarity measures

We implemented six computational similarity measures: three op-
erating on 2D photographs of the objects and three operating on the
objects’ 3D mesh geometry. The photographs were taken such that
the three object parts were aligned with the image plane (referred
to as ”frontal view”).

For the first 2D measure, we took the root mean square (RMS) dif-
ference in gray values between two images, which is the simplest
conceivable difference operation one can perform with two images
(referred to as ”2D image subtraction” or 2D SUB). As our sec-
ond 2D measure, we filtered the images with Gabor jets and took
the RMS difference the filter responses (referred to as ”2D Ga-
bor jet” or 2D GAB). The Gabor jet filter has been proposed as
a biologically-plausible model for receptive fields in early visual
cortex [Jones and Palmer 1987] and has recently been successfully
applied in models of object and motion recognition [Giese 2004].
To compute our third 2D measure, we input pairs of images to the
Visual Differences Predictor (VDP) [Daly 1993], [Mantiuk et al.
2005]; as the computed measure, we took the number of pixels
which the VDP detected to be different in the two images with
a probability of at least 95%. The VDP incorporates a model of
low-level human visual processing, including the visual system’s
non-linear adaptive response to light, its contrast sensitivity func-
tion, and a masking function which models variations in sensitivity
related to image content. 1 It has become a standard tool for evalu-
ating image quality and thus serves as a benchmark for comparing
the performance of the other 2D measures [Cadik and Slavik 2004].

As our first 3D measure, we took the RMS difference in 3D ver-
tex locations; point-by-point subtraction was possible because the
object meshes were in correspondence. This measure is the 3D
equivalent of our 2D image subtraction measure, and we refer to
it as ”3D subtraction ” (3D SUB). As our second 3D measure,
we took the RMS difference in object perimeter measured along
a cross-section taken parallel to the frontal view (referred to as ”3D
perimeter” or 3D PER). This measure was chosen because subjects
were asked to follow the objects’ contours in the haptic similarity
ratings experiment, which, we hypothesized, could have triggered
a path integration mechanism. Path integration is well-known for
its role in spatial navigation [Etienne and Jeffery 2004] and thus it
seemed plausible that it might play a role in representing spatial re-
lationships at the scale of single objects. As our third 3D measure,
we implemented a measure of local 3D curvature (3D CUR). The
”bumpiness” of an object was computed by averaging the absolute
value of the mean curvature over the whole surface. To get a stable,
reliable curvature estimate, we fitted an implicit surface representa-
tion to the object and extracted the curvatures from it [Steinke et al.
2005].

2.5 MDS analysis of similarity data

To compare the similarity data acquired from perceptual and com-
putational measures, we performed an MDS analysis. Mean and
individual similarity data were then analyzed using the ALSCAL
MDS algorithm in SPSS [Young and Harris 2003]. ALSCAL is a
non-metric version of MDS which uses the ranks of the pair-wise
distances as input, as opposed to their precise values. Because of

1The VDP can be seen either as a single computational measure or as
a combination of several measures; in the latter case, our evaluation of the
VDP can be considered to be an evaluation of this particular combination of
measures.

this, the relationship between the similarity data and the distances
in the output configuration may be non-linear. ALSCAL returns
two metrics: the stress value (Kruskal’s stress formula 1) and the
squared correlation (RSQ). The RSQ is the proportion of variance
in the similarity data accounted for by the output configuration. The
optimal number of dimensions needed to represent the objects can
be determined by looking for a sharp drop in the stress plot or a
plateau in the RSQ plot. Here, we used the RSQ to estimate the
perceptual importance of each dimension in the output maps: the
RSQ for the 1D solution was taken as the weight for the first di-
mension and the additional increase in RSQ for the 2D solution
was taken as the weight for the second dimension.

MDS also returns the coordinates of each object in the output space
(though the scaling and rotation of the configuration is not deter-
mined). MDS does not provide an interpretation of the dimensions:
these must be interpreted by rotating and symmetrically scaling the
output map to a previously-analyzed map. In our case, output maps
were fit to a 5 x 5 grid in which each point corresponds to one
combination of the 5 shape and 5 texture levels used to create the
stimuli. This grid is referred to as an ’ordinal map’.

2.6 Validation of computational measures

To assess the perceptual validity of the computational measures,
stimulus maps derived from these measures using MDS were fit to
the stimulus maps derived from individual haptic and visual simi-
larity ratings. Errors in these fits were used to evaluate the corre-
spondence between the computational measure and human percep-
tion. Map fitting was performed using the Procrustes function in
MATLAB. This function determines a linear transformation (trans-
lation, reflection, orthogonal rotation, and symmetric scaling) of the
points in a matrix Y which minimizes the sum of squared distances
to points in a second matrix X, i.e., it computes

min
b,T,c

{‖Z−X‖ : Z = bY T + c}

where b is a scaling factor, T an orthogonal rotation and reflection
matrix, and c is a translation component. The returned minimum
value is normalized by the scale of X which makes it possible to
express the fit error as a percentage value and compare it across
data sets with different scales.

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Visual similarity ratings

Similarity data: Mean visual similarity ratings for the twenty-five
objects are shown in Figure A on the color plate. The large box
in the upper left-hand corner is the most striking pattern. A closer
look reveals that this sharp change in similarity can be attributed
to shape groupings. For example, stimulus 1 is perceptually very
similar to 6 and 11, but very dissimilar to stimuli 16 and 21. Note
that this pattern holds regardless of texture level. Within the box,
there is a pattern of fading off-diagonals, which is also an effect of
shape changes in the stimuli, e.g., stimulus 1 is decreasingly similar
to stimulus 11 and 16. Smaller, 5 x 5 boxes are also visible in the
large box: these can be attributed to texture changes in the stimuli,
e.g., stimulus 1 is decreasingly similar to stimulus 2, 3, 4, and 5.

MDS analysis: Performing MDS allows these patterns in the sim-
ilarity matrices to be more intuitively visualized as distances be-
tween stimuli embedded in an output space. To determine the ap-
propriate dimensionality of this space, one needs to consider the
stress values output by the algorithm (Table 1). Stress values below
0.2 are generally accepted as an indication that the dimensional-
ity of the output space is sufficient to faithfully represent the input
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Figure 3: Perceptual stimulus maps based on mean human visual
similarity ratings (top) and mean human haptic similarity ratings
(bottom).

Similarity Measure 1 2 3 4 5
Human Visual 0.16 0.10 0.06 0.05 0.004
Human Haptic 0.40 0.12 0.08 0.05 0.04
2D Subtraction 0.10 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.01
2D Gabor jet 0.20 0.08 0.04 0.03 0.03
2D VDP 0.12 0.04 0.04 0.03 0.03
3D Subtraction 0.11 0.06 0.02 0.01 0.01
3D Perimeter 0 0 0 0 0
3D Curvature 0 0 0 0 0

Table 1: MDS stress as a function of output space dimensionality.
Values > 0.2 indicate insufficient dimensionality.

distance information [Clarke and Warwick 2001]. For mean vi-
sual similarity ratings, the stress for a one-dimensional solution is
0.16, indicating that one perceptual dimension is sufficient to ex-
plain mean similarity data.

To interpret the dimension labels, the output map was Procrustes
transformed to the ordinal map (Figure 3). By visual inspection, the
map’s most important dimension of variation corresponds to shape,
while the second dimension corresponds to texture. The fact that
these dimensions correspond to the same dimensions used to create
the stimulus set shows that on average, subjects were indeed able to
recover this low-dimensional variation, despite the high dimension-
ality of the visual measurement space (see General Discussion).

In addition to the stress values, the dominance of shape can be seen
from the RSQ weights for individual subjects (Figure 4). The mean
shape weight across subjects was 0.79 (std. err. = 0.04), while the
mean weight of the second dimension was 0.06 (std. err. = 0.01).
For 7 of 10 subjects, this second dimension could be interpreted as
”texture” (by looking at their individual maps). Finally, the greater
importance of shape was reflected in subjects’ descriptions of how
they judged similarity: 9 out of 10 subjects mentioned the word
”shape” or global shape properties (e.g., geometric descriptions of

parts), while 6 out of 10 subjects mentioned the word ”texture” or
texture-related properties (e.g., bumpiness).

Despite the dominance of shape, most subjects were able to re-
cover the structure of the stimulus set along the texture dimension.
Another interesting feature of the map is the clear emergence of
two stimulus clusters along the shape dimension and a less promi-
nent grouping based on texture (three leftmost columns and two
rightmost columns). This last observation suggests a relationship
between similarity judgments and category structure (see General
Discussion). Finally, note that although some of these patterns
could already be seen in the similarity matrix, applying MDS made
them much easier to visualize.
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Figure 4: Dimension weights for subjects in the visual (top) and
haptic (bottom) similarity ratings experiments. In the visual ex-
periment, the 1st dimension could be interpreted as shape for all
subjects, while the 2nd could be interpreted as texture for 7 of 10
subjects (”other” applies to subjects 1, 7, 8). In the haptic experi-
ment, dimensions could be interpreted as shape and texture for all
subjects.

3.2 Haptic similarity ratings

Similarity data: Mean haptic similarity ratings for the twenty-five
objects are shown in Figure A of the color plate. Here, the most
striking patterns are the fading off-diagonals and the 5x5 box pat-
terns. As discussed for the visual similarity data, the fading off-
diagonals arise from decreases in similarity due to changing shape,
whereas the 5 x 5 boxes arise from decreases in similarity due to
changing texture. The large boxes observed in the visual data are
noticeably absent; changes in similarity caused by shape changes
in the stimuli appear to be much more linear in the haptic data.

MDS analysis: Stress values obtained by running MDS on mean
haptic similarity ratings are provided in Table 1. Stress drops be-
low the threshold of 0.2 only once the stimuli are embedded in a
two-dimensional space. Plotting the output stimulus configuration
(Figure 3) enabled us to interpret these perceptual dimensions as
texture and shape. All subjects were capable of extracting the two
dimensions of stimulus variation - a remarkable feat given the com-
plexity of the haptic measurement space.



On average, shape and texture played equal roles in haptic similar-
ity judgments. The mean shape weight across subjects was 0.38
(std. err. = 0.08) and the mean texture weight was 0.42 (std. err.
= 0.09). Using a two-tailed t-test for independent samples with
equal variances, the mean shape weight was not significantly dif-
ferent from the mean texture weight (t(18)=-0.37, p=0.71). This
agrees with the fact that all subjects in this experiment mentioned
both shape-related and texture-related properties when explaining
how they had made their similarity judgments. Interestingly, stim-
ulus groupings appeared along both shape and texture dimensions,
although the shape grouping was much less pronounced than in the
visual map.

Surprisingly, subjects weighted shape and texture in very differ-
ent ways (Figure 4), from complete texture dominance, to rough
equality between shape and texture, to complete shape dominance.
This finding makes it particularly interesting to compare the maps
derived from computational measures against individual subject
maps to identify the computational mechanisms which may under-
lie these differences.

3.3 Computational similarity measures

As we have demonstrated for the human data, patterns in the simi-
larity data can be seen more clearly in the MDS-derived maps. For
this reason, we focus our discussion of computational similarity
measures on their MDS maps. (The similarity matrices are nev-
ertheless provided in Figure B of the color plate.)

Shape and texture weights: For all measures except the Ga-
bor jets, MDS stress fell below the threshold of 0.2 for a one-
dimensional solution, implying that one dimension was enough to
explain the similarity data computed using all measures, except for
the Gabor jets (Table 1). From the stimulus maps shown in Fig-
ure 6, we observed that similarities based on 2D subtraction, 3D
subtraction, and the VDP were dominated by shape changes, while
similarities based on curvature and perimeter were dominated by
texture changes. For the Gabor jets, the two required dimensions
were interpreted as shape (the most important dimension) and tex-
ture. The relative importance of shape and texture for the compu-
tational measures can also be seen from the RSQ weights (Figure
5).
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Figure 5: Dimension weightings for the computational similarity
measures.
Stimulus maps: The MDS maps show that the subtraction-based,
Gabor-based, and VDP-based measures are not only sensitive to
differences in shape, but that they are also able to recover the
same shape-based groupings identified by human subjects. How-
ever, these measures tend to exaggerate the distance between ob-
jects when texturing is very bumpy and compress the distance when
the texture is smoother. The 2D and 3D subtraction maps (and the
similarity matrices shown in Figure B of the color plate) are quite
similar, indicating that most 3D variation in the stimuli is captured
by variation in the 2D frontal view. This is understandable since
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Figure 6: Stimulus maps derived by MDS analysis of feature-based
similarity data

the shape manipulation affects sharp angles in the macrogeome-
try (such as tips and joints) and most of these are visible from the
frontal view. Although texture changes occur over the whole ob-
ject and are therefore not limited to the frontal view, they have a
much smaller net effect on 3D vertex positions and pixel values,
which also explains the absence of strong texture-related modu-
lation in maps based on global 2D/3D differences. In contrast to
these measures, the maps derived from perimeter and curvature are
characterized by the absence of variation due to shape. The perime-
ter measure is particularly sensitive to the differences between the
most highly-textured objects and the rest, while the curvature mea-
sure yields a map with more regular spacing between the texture
levels.

3.4 Validation of computational measures

In order to assess the perceptual validity of a computational mea-
sure, we verified how well the stimulus configuration generated
from this measure compared to the configuration generated from
human similarity ratings. This was done by fitting the computa-
tional maps to the individual visual/haptic human maps, using the
fit error as the goodness-of-fit measure, as described in section 2.6
(Figure 7).

The fit error enables us to make a relative assessment of goodness-
of-fit, i.e., we can say that the fit obtained with one measure is
better or worse than another; however, it does not provide an ab-
solute criterion. To determine such a criterion, we reasoned that a
given measure can be deemed to fit the human data ”well” if the
mean error in fitting the computational map to all individual maps



is statistically equivalent to the mean error obtained by fitting each
individual subject map to all other individual maps. We refer to the
procedure of fitting each individual map to all the other individual
maps as ”cross-fitting the individual data” and the resulting error as
the ”cross-fitting error”. For the visual data, we obtained a mean
cross-fitting error of 24% with standard error of 2%. For the human
haptic data, we obtained a mean cross-fitting error of 19% with
standard error of 2%. To test whether a measure met our absolute
criterion, we performed a two-tailed t-test between the cross-fitting
errors and the fit errors generated by each measure (5% confidence
level, assuming independent samples and equal variances).

When fit to the human visual map, the VDP, 2D Gabor, and both
subtraction-based measures provided much better fits than the cur-
vature and perimeter measures (Figure 7). The VDP and both sub-
traction measures met our criterion (all p’s > 0.4). The Gabor jets
provided a slightly worse fit (p=0.01). In contrast, p values were
<0.0001 for the curvature and perimeter measures, indicating very
poor fits to the individual data.

When fit to the human haptic map, all of the computational mea-
sures yielded fit errors which differed significantly from the mean
cross-fitting error (all p’s < 0.0001). Note, however, that some
individual haptic maps were indeed well-fit by some of the mea-
sures. For example, the map belonging to subject 10, the most
shape-dominated subject (Figure 4), was fit with an error of 20%
by the 3D subtraction measure, while the map of the most texture-
dominated subject was fit with an error of 22% by the 3D cur-
vature measure. The best individual fits were obtained between
strongly shape-dominated subjects and the shape-dominated mea-
sures, whereas the worst fits were obtained for subjects for whom
both shape and texture were important. Because subjects are able
to extract both shape and texture to make haptic similarity judg-
ments, but differ in the way they weight these dimensions, it would
be interesting to investigate whether an individually-adjusted lin-
ear combination of shape and texture-dominated measures might
be able to model human data.
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Figure 7: Fits between computational measures and human visual
maps (top) and human haptic maps (bottom). Error bars represent
standard error. * = significant difference compared to mean cross-
fitting error (IND); n.s. = not significant.

4 General discussion

4.1 Human stimulus representations

Human perception of stimulus manipulations: In both visual and

haptic modalities, subjects were able to extract the two kinds of
parametric variation which were used to create the stimuli. These
two stimulus variations, which we initially referred to as changes
in ”macrogeometry” and ”microgeometry” were perceived by all
subjects in the haptic experiment and most subjects in the visual
experiment as changes in ”shape” and ”texture.” The fact that sub-
jects were able to extract these two features is a non-trivial ability
given the high-dimensionality of the visual and haptic measurement
spaces. For instance, assuming gaze fixation, the visual measure-
ment space might be approximated by the number of pixels in the
images of the stimuli. The haptic measurement space might be ap-
proximated by the 3D forces exerted on the finger plus the rele-
vant joint positions, taken over the course of the contour-following
procedure. Furthermore, the two stimulus manipulations may well
have had highly non-linear effects on these measurement spaces.
In spite of this, the human similarity data exhibits clear, regular
responses to the two stimulus manipulations. Understanding how
the visual and haptic systems operate on the measurement space
such that these two manipulations are perceived so clearly is a key
motivation for comparing human similarity data to similarity data
derived from computed features.

Human visual vs. human haptic representations: In visual sim-
ilarity judgments, shape was the dominant perceptual dimension,
whereas texture variation played a lesser role. This finding agrees
with the idea advanced by Edelman that shape plays a crucial role
in determining similarity relationships between objects [Edelman
1999]. It is also consistent with the notion that the extraction of
global form is one the visual system’s areas of expertise [Klatzky
and Lederman 2003].

Distinct clusters of stimuli based on shape appeared in the visual
map, hinting at the possible formation of shape-based categories in
similarity space. This observation is interesting given the debate
surrounding the question of whether similarity relationships form
the basis for perceptual categorization [Hahn and Ramscar 2001].
The fact that these stimulus clusters emerged along the shape di-
mension also coincides with evidence for a special role of shape in
the formation of category structure. For instance, young children
have been shown to use shape as a basis for naming generalization,
ignoring other properties such as size and texture [Landau et al.
1998]. Models of object categorization have been developed on
the basis of shape primitives [Biederman 1987] or similarity mea-
sures between shape primitives [Edelman 1999]. We are currently
planning studies to investigate whether categorization of our stimuli
could be predicted from similarity maps and how category structure
may differ based on the input modality.

For mean haptic similarity judgments, both shape and texture were
important perceptual dimensions. Given that local material prop-
erties are known to be more accessible to the haptic system than
global geometric properties [Klatzky and Lederman 2003], it is not
surprising that texture played a more important role in haptic sim-
ilarity judgments than it did in visual similarity judgments. How-
ever, the finding that shape was on average as important as texture
for the haptic task was somewhat surprising. Previous work sug-
gests that texture should dominate shape in haptic object tasks; for
example, when Klatzky et al. asked subjects to perform haptic free
sorting of 3D objects based on similarity, they found that objects
were more often differentiated according to their material proper-
ties than according to their shape [Klatzky et al. 1987].

Taking a closer look at the individual subject data may provide part
of the explanation. While shape was the most dominant dimen-
sion for all subjects in the visual experiment, we observed a much
greater variation in shape/texture weights in the haptic experiment.
This variation could simply be due to a conscious choice on the
part of subjects in the haptic experiment, however all subjects men-



tioned using both shape and texture in making their judgments. An-
other explanation could be the difference in the exploration time
allotted in the two experiments. In the visual experiment, stimuli
were only shown for 500 ms each, which may have imposed a con-
stant upper limit on visual exploration time for all subjects (and
may also have contributed to noisier data). In the haptic experi-
ment, subjects were free to explore the stimuli for up to 10 s and
the actual haptic exploration time did indeed vary across subjects.
Previous work suggests that the importance of texture should in-
crease for subjects who take longer to explore the objects [Lakatos
and Marks 1999], a hypothesis which needs to be tested in future
studies.

4.2 Visual vs. computational representations

The VDP and subtraction measures provided the best fit to the hu-
man visual data, followed by the Gabor jet measure. These results
are in accordance with those reported in [Watson et al. 2001]. The
strong performance of the VDP, which is an industry standard for
assessing image differences based on a well-developed model of
low-level human vision, is to be expected. In this sense, it can
also be considered a benchmark against which we can compare the
performance of the other measures. Surprisingly, the much sim-
pler Gabor jet and subtraction-based measures yielded comparable
stimulus maps and fit errors to the human visual data. The fact
that the 3D subtraction map meets the fit criterion could be taken
as evidence that the human visual system reconstructs 3D geometry
from the 2D image; however, as pointed out earlier, 2D and 3D sub-
traction measures yielded very similar results on our stimuli since
most of the variation among stimuli occurs in the image plane. For
that reason, we attribute the success of both subtraction measures
to their sensitivity to changes in global shape. One apparent differ-
ence between the shape-dominated measures and the human visual
data lies in their response to texture changes: the human data (Fig-
ure 3) do not exhibit the same hypersensitivity to high texture levels
observed in the computational maps (Figure 6).

Much higher fit errors were obtained by fitting the human visual
maps with maps derived using perimeter and curvature. This is
mainly due to the insensitivity of these measures to changes in
shape. These poor fits show that the visual system does not rely
solely on curvature or perimeter estimates (at least not as we have
implemented them) to judge similarities. This is not as trivial as
it may seem: it is indeed possible to extract object perimeter from
2D images and, since perimeter can also be extracted in the haptic
modality, it could serve as a convenient multimodal feature. Curva-
ture can also be extracted from 2D images; in fact, the visual system
could use shading-related changes in pixel intensities to estimate
both local curvature (”texture-from-shading”) and global curvature
(”shape-from-shading”). Our findings do not rule out the possibil-
ity that the visual system uses these features, but they indicate that
neither perimeter nor curvature is sufficient to explain our human
visual similarity data.

4.3 Haptic vs. computational representations

Although none of the measures tested met our goodness criterion
when fit to the mean human haptic map, good fits were obtained
for subjects who were strongly biased either towards shape or tex-
ture. The curvature measure provided a good fit to the most texture-
dominated subject, showing that curvature differences can some-
times explain human haptic similarity judgments. The same can
be said for the subtraction measure, which provided a reasonable
fit to a shape-dominated subject. However, as was the case for the
human visual data, the shape-dominated measures are hampered
by their inability to recover the regular perceptual topology of the
space along the texture dimension. Finally, the poorest fits occurred
for subjects who performed their judgments using both shape and

texture. Given this result, we plan to extend our method to allow for
combinations of shape and texture-dominated computational mea-
sures, with individually-adjusted weights. A surprising finding was
that despite the fact that subjects explored the objects via a contour-
following procedure, the map based on the perimeter measure did
not yield good fit values. One possible explanation is that subjects
do not perform path integration during contour following, or that
they perform it at a different scale than the one we used to cal-
culate the perimeter. In future work, we plan to vary the scale at
which measures are computed. Scale is a particularly critical is-
sue in modelling the haptic system [Klatzky and Lederman 2003;
Nefs and Kappers 2003], given both the different receptors types
(cutaneous versus kinesthetic) involved at different scales of hu-
man haptic perception and the fundamental technical differences in
force rendering global shape vs. texture properties [Salisbury et al.
2004].

4.4 Methodological advantages and applications

In this paper, we presented a method which serves two purposes: 1)
it allows for perceptual validation of computational measures based
on a high-level, cognitive criterion and 2) it allows for an evalu-
ation of different human sensory modalities at the cognitive level.
Although similarity-based methods have been applied to compare
perception in different modalities (e.g., [Garbin 1988]), our com-
bination of similarity measures and parametrically-related stimuli
differentiates our approach and allows us to compare how different
computations or modalities recover high-level, topological relation-
ships in the stimulus set. In addition to the rich qualitative informa-
tion contained in the MDS maps, the method provides two impor-
tant quantitative metrics: 1) weightings of the dimensions which
span the output space generated by a given modality or computa-
tional measure and 2) a goodness-of-fit measure between two stim-
ulus configurations in the output space.

4.5 Summary of findings and outlook

Using a similarity-based approach, we found that human visual rep-
resentations of our stimuli were best emulated by the VDP as well
as simple 2D and 3D subtraction, particularly with respect to vari-
ation along the shape dimension. There was a great deal of indi-
vidual variation in the haptic weighting of shape and texture, in-
dicating that an individually-adjusted combination of features may
be required to model haptic processing of our stimuli. Curvature
provided a good fit for haptic subjects biased towards texture, while
subtraction measures provided a good fit for subjects biased towards
shape, showing that these measures can explain human haptic simi-
larity judgments in some cases. Surprisingly, the perimeter measure
did not yield good fits for any of the subjects, despite the use of a
contour-following exploratory procedure.

Clearly, future studies must address generalization of these results
by varying factors such as lighting conditions, viewpoint, texture
type, object part type and part configuration. A second goal is to
implement a wider range of computational measures and vary the
scales at which they are computed, with the objectives of 1) charac-
terizing visual and haptic perceptual spaces using computationally-
derived features and 2) providing perceptual validation of standard
computational measures. Finally, as shown in Figure 1, an impor-
tant next step will be to address how unimodal representations are
combined into multimodal representations in humans and how such
knowledge can be applied to the design of artificial systems which
rely on the integration of information across modalities, for instance
in the fields of digital art and telemedecine.
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